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Foreword.
The following thesis was submitted in May
1923 as part of the requirement of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology fdr the degree of Bachelor
of Science in Naval Architecture and Marine Engineer-
ing.
The author is particularly indebted to Professor
George Owen for furnishing the measurements of the
racing yacht, "Ruweida III"; Mr. George A. O'Hara
for his ready cooperation in making the model; Mr.
Jos& 0. Bertino for taking pictures of the experiment;
Mr. Walter N. Webster and Mr. William F. McNary for
their assistance in making the truck; Mr. Samuel L.
Williams and Mr. Roland N. Black for running the
motor and for taking data during the experiment.
Only beeause of the timely assistance rendered by
these men has the completion of this thesis been
made possible.
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Introduction
The "Ruweida III" is a racing yacht which
was designed by Professor Owen and was built in the
Spring of 1921. She is a 20 Rater (Class R). In
all of her races she has been highly successful,
finishing at, or very near, the top of her class.
For this reason a model of her was made for the
experimental work of this thesis.
The question of the high rudder versus the
deep rudder has been argued at length without much
actual experimentation. In an endeavor to throw
new light upon this question, the author devised
and performed the experiment which is the nucleus
of this thesis.
Summary
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Summary
Purpose of Thesis
The purpose of this thesis was, by comparing
the turning moments obtained in using three
diffement rudders, to determine which of the three
rudders under actual conditions would be the
most satisfactory in turning the Racing Yacht,
"Ruweida II".
Method of approach of Problem
The results were obtained from an actual
experiment. A model of the "Ruweida III" was
built and fitted first with one rudder. The.
angles of rudder and angles of heel were varied.
The model was tested at three speeds,-low, inter.
mediate, and high. In eachcasea relative measure
of the turning moment was determined. The experiment
was repeated using the other two rudders, and the
results obtained in the three cases were compared.
By this method the most satisfactory rudder in
turning the yacht was determined.
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Conclusion.
Of the three rudders tested, the rudder
originally designed by Professor Owen for the
"Ruweida III" was the most satisfactory under
actual conditions in turning the yacht.
Thesis
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Thesis
Purpose of Thesis
The purpose of this thesis was, by compar-
ing the turning moments obtained in using three
different rudders, to determine which of the
three rudders under actual conditions would be
the most satisfactory in turning the racing
yacht, "Ruweida III".
The results were obtained from an actual
experiment.
(A) General Plan. A model of the "Ruweida III"
was built and fitted first with one rudder. The
angles of rudder and angles.of heel'were varied.
The model was tested at three speeds, - low, inter-
mediate, and high. In each case a relative measure
of the turning moment was determined. The experiment
was repeated using the other two rudders, and the
results obtained in the three cases were compared.
By this method the most satisfactory rudder in
turning the yacht was determined.
(B) General Theory. A logical measure of the
turning moment of a ship is the angle through which
that ship turr s-. The turning angle is diredtly
proportional to the turning moment. The author
decided to measure relative turning moments by
recording the corresponding turning angles of
the model.
Proof of Theoryl Suppose a ship is pivoted from
77- a point A in position
A B, with rudder
position B C. Stream
Fr ~ ~*llines are in the
6 direction shown by
the small arrows.
There is a foree F on
-the rudder at the
center of pressure.
The turning moment of the rudder is ( Fhxl - Fvxl. ).
If the ship is in equilibrium, this moment equals
the moment due to the force of the water on the side
of the ship, (FNxS), where S is the distance to the
center of lateral resistance from the pivot A.
Suppose that the force on the rudder is increased
from F to F' The new turning moment is now
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(F hx1 - F' vxl ), -and (F hxl . F'vxl') > (FN x S)
The ship is no longer in equilibrium and
will tend to move. Since it is pivoted at A, it
must move in either a clockwise or a counterclock.
wise direction.
Suppose the ship moves in a clockwise direction.
A B becomes less normal to the stream lines. There-
fore FN is decreased, and since S is constant, the
moment (FN x S) is also decreased, BC becomes more
normal to the stream lines. Therefore F'is increas.
ed, and F'h and F'v are increased. 1 is increased,
and 1' is diminished. It will be seen from the figure
that F'h increases, faster than F'v, for angles
greater than 450 between A B and A P. Therefore the
expression (Fphx1.. F'vx!) is increased. The ship
is now farther from equilibrium than before.
Suppose the ship moves in a counterclockwise
direction. A B becomes more normal to the stream
lines. Therefore FN is increased, and since S
is constant, (FN x 5) is increased. BC becomes less
normal to the stream lines. Therefore Flis decreased,
and F)h and Fiv are decreased. 1 is decreased, and
l is increased. It will be seen from the figure
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that F h decreased- faster than F Iv, for angles
greater than 450 between A B and A P. Therefore
the expression (Fhxl - Flvxl ) is decreased. The
ship is now approaching equilibrium and will,
therefore, tend to move in this direction.
in other words, an increase in the force on
the rudder, or an increase in the turning moment
of the ship, is accompanied by an increase in the
turning angle of the ship.
(C) Practical Application.
1. Laging.down the lines. Professor George Owen
kindly furhished the author with the measurements
of half-breadths and heights of water lines at
various stations, of the "Ruweida III". The Author
chose the scale of one inch to the foot and laid
down the lines for the model directly from this
data. The lines were traced on cloth to be used
in making the model.
2. Making the model. The model was made entirely
"----------
of white pine. The "lift method" was used. Each
lift of the body was dug out before it was glued
into place. The keel was made separately from the
body and was shaped of solid wood. The body and
keel were then glued together. After drying, the
model was shaped to the lines on the lifts, and
the hollowing out was completed. Rudder tubes of
brass were inserted, and were sealed with a small
wM04en stuffing box. The model was given four
coats of paint outside and tbree coats inside to
protect the glue from the water.
3. Making the rudders. The rudders were made of
sheet brass, and were soldered to stocks of
bessemer steel wire. The sketch on Page 13 shows
the three rudders used in the experiment. The
rudders and stocks are drawn to actual size. The
area of rudder 1 equalled the area of rudder 2.
The area of rudder 3 was chosen to "look well" on
the drawing. The actual areas are marked on the
sketch.
4. Determiningtheangleof rudder. A brass sector,
notched at five degree intervals from zero to thirty
degrees, was soldered on the upper end of the
rudder stock in such a: position that with the
judder at zero degrees, the zero notch was directly
above the centerline of the ship. This sector re-
volved horizontally on top of the stuffing box.
-13.-
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Figure 1 on Page 15 shows the sector and its
locking device.
5. Determining the bngle of Heel. A wooden sector
graduated at five degree intervals, wes fitted
athwartships in the model well forward of the center
of buoyancy. A plumb bob made of thread and a drop
of solder was used to swing over the sector. By
placing a weight over the center of buoyancy and
by shifting the weight to the starboard or to the
port, the model was made to heel through any
desired angle. Figure 2 on Page15 shows the
heelin .
sector in place with the model ten degrees port.
6. DotfrmiTinguthql3ggit-9f-Tur* A horizontal
plate of wood was fastened by a wooden rod to the
truck which towed the model. The plate was
graduated in single degrees. A horizontal steel
"pull-rod" running fore and aft over the center
line of the model was attached to the model by
eyes at each end. This 1 Tpull-rod"was free to turn
in the eyes as the model heeled. The fore-end of
the rod protruded beyond the bow by a length a
little greater than the radius of the wooden plate.
..15-.
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A small hole in the end of the rod fitted over a
needle point in the center of the plate. As the
model was turned through various angles, the "pull.
rod" swung over the plate, and the angles of turn
were easily measured. Figure 3 on Page 17 shows
the plate attached to the truck, with the "pull.
rod" swinging over the plate.
7. Obtaini n-y rious E2eted-of the model. A truck
was built to run on the ahgle bars which lie on eqch
side of the "canal" in the basement of the steam
of
laboratory. A cross section of the canal and the
truck is shown in figure 4 on -Page 17 . A wooden
drum, driven by a small direct current motor was
placed at one end of the "canal", and a cable was
attached from the drum to the truck. The speed of
the motor was varied by a rheostat.
The Actual Experiment.
(A) Procedure.
1. The rheostat was adjusted to run the
motor at slow speed.
2. A distance of twenty-five feet was
measured along the side of the "canal' and the
time for the truck to cover this distance was measured
-17..
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3. A weight of two pounds (which was just
sufficient to sink the model to the load-water-line)
was placed over the center of buoyancy of the model
so as to make the angle of h66l zero.
4. The"pull"plate was clamped to the truck
and the height regulated so that the "pull-rod"
would swing freely over the plate. (See figure 3
on Page 17).
5. Rudder 1 was looked intthe zero position.
6. A trial run was made, and the zero mark
of the "pull" plate was placed directly under the
"pull-rod". This was accomplished by simply
turning the "pull" plate. (See Appendix, Page 38 )
7. Runs were made with the rudder set at
various five degree intervals from zero to thirty
degrees port. During each run, the angle of turn
of the model, as indicated directly by the "pull-
rod", was noted and recorded.
8. 7 was repeated with the model heeling
ten degrees port.
9. 7 was repeated with the model heeling
ten degrees starboard.
10. The experiment was repeated for inter-
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mediate and high speeds.
11. Rudder 2 was tested in a similar manner.
12. 3Rudder 3 was tested likewise.
fB) Observations
Low speed = 25 feet in 12 seconds
Intermediate speed : 25 feet in 9 seconds
High speed 2 5 feet in 6 seconds
At high speeds the model was much more rigid in the
water than at low speeds.
At large angles of heel and at high speeds
water was splashed inside of the model.
In one instance, when the model was at a
large angle of heel, moving at high speed, it
filled with.water and rolled completely over.
The two-pound weight fell out and loosened the
"pull-rod" so that the "pull-rod", thwartship
sector, and weight all went to the bottom.
Fortunately this happened at night so that the
author was able, after a dirty bath, to recover
the missing parts.
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Angles of Turn for Rudder 1.
(C) Data Sheet.
Angles of Heel
50 j "1" O Stbd 1U" 3" " 1" I "
PL4
LO l "'" 2bk" 4t " t " l" 2 " T"
32 3
500 Rt" 3* "it" 5} "V" 34t" 5 4 b 6 " 5 tHH
0
300 2j " 4} " 2j " 5" " 5 7jT" 6
,*'Speed 25 feet in 6 sees.-**-Speed 25 feet in 9 sees-p-, Speed 25 feet in 12 seas-
Angles of Turn for Rudder 2.
(0) Data Sheet
Angles of Heel
0 0 10O0Port lO0Stbd 00 lO0Port 100Stbd 00 -10Port 10OStbd
000
50 0
100 0
150 20
20c
25c
30C t0 20 3t
-+--Speed . 25 feet in 6 secs----- Speed: 25 feet in 9 seos,--Speed 25 feet in 12 sees.
Angles of Turn for Rudder S.
(C) Data Sheet
I
CQ
0
94
0,
CH
60
a,
I
(D) Computations
25 feet in 12 sees.
1.24 x 12 4
: 25 x 3600 = 1.24 knots
12 x 6080
.3 knots LFor Acwal ..5hp
25 feet in 9 sees. 4.3 x 12 :
9
25 feet in 6 sees. ; 4.3 x 12
6
6.8 knots
8.6 knots
(H) Results
(See the following curves)
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Discussion
(A) Based on Data Sheet for- Rudder 3
It will be noticed that with the rudder at
thirty degrees, the maximum turning angle for high
speed was one-half a degree, for intermediate
speed two degrees, and for low speed only three
and one-half degrees. At low speed, for rudder angles
of zero, five, and ten degrees, there was no ap-
preoiable turning moment.
This shows that the rudder was extremely
poor in turning the yacht. The low effectiveness
was probably due to the small rudder area.
Since the rudder showed such poor results,
it was not worth while to experiment further with
it.
Since the rudder was not nearly as effective
as the other two, it was summarily discarded.
(B) Based on Rudder Curves.
It will be noticed that for both high and
low speeds, for a constant angle of tudder,
rudder 1 gave a greater turning moment than
rudder 2. For intermediate speeds, for a
-30-
constant angle of rudder below twenty degrees,
rudder 2 gave a greater turning moment than
rudder 1. For iltermediate speeds, for a constant
angle of rudder above twenty degrees, rudder
1 gave a greater turning moment than rudder 2.
From this the author concluded that for.- the
"Ruweida III", which was designed to move at
high speed, and whose rudder was probably
thrown over suddenly, rudder 1 would be the
most satisfactory in turning the yacht.
In practically all the plots, the curve
for Rudder 1 keeps the same slope throughout its
length. This shows that the ratio of the angle of
rudder to the turning angle of the ship was constant
throughout the entire thirty degrees of rudder angle.
On the other hand, the curve for Rudder 2
begins to flatten out somewhere between fifteen
and twenty degrees. In general, the greater the
angle of rudder beyond fifteen degrees, the flatter
the curve becomes. This means that at large
angles of -udder the turning moment was less
effective.
This phenomenon is explainable as follows.
Rudder 1 was attached directly to the keel of the
model. Therefore, all the water had to pass off
the rudder in the same direction and the increase
of turning moment with increase of rudder angle
was faitly constant. Rudder 2 was placed well
aft of the keel with open water between. For
small rudder angles, the tendency of the water
was to slip along one side of the rudder. But,
as the rudder angleswere increased, and the
rudder was turned more nearly at right angles to
the stream lines, the water began to slip off the
rudder in two directions, starb'oard and port.
This produced opposing forces, and the turning
moment became less effedtive.
(C) Based on Curves Showing Effect of Heel on
Turning Moment. In all cases, for given port
rudder angles, a heel of ten degrees port gave
higher values of turning moments than a roll of
zero degrees. This indicates that the port heel
alone helped to turn the model. This seems
logical for the following reason.
As the model heeled to the port, the under.
water surface was moved to the port. (See the
accompanying sketch). This meant that the surface
friction on the port side was
increased, and the surface fric-.
tion on the starboard side was
decreased. An unequal set of
forces was thus produced. The
ooA' Fo friction "drag" on the port side
was greater than the friction "drag" on the star-
board side, and the ship tended to turn to the
port due to the port heel alone.
In all cased, for given port rudder angles,
a heel of ten degrees starboard caused a zig-zag
curve. This is explainable as follows.
The rudder tended to turn the model to the
port. The starboard heel tended to turn the model
to the starboard. (See previous discussion) There
were, therefore, two opposing turning moments.
The zig-gag curve shows clearly that sometimes
the rudder seemed to control the model, and at
other times the starboard heel seemed to be the
governing factor. This is what one would expect
to find with two such turning moments fighting for
-33.
supremacy. The author concluded that with star.
board angles of heel, port angles of rudder
produced uncertain turning effects.
(D) Based on Curves Showing Effect of Speed on
Turning Moments. In all cases, the slopes of
the curves at low speeds are steeper than the slopes
at intermediate speeds, which are in turn steeper
than the slopes at high speeds. This shows that
as the speed of the model was increased, the ratio
of angle of turn to angle of rudder was decreased.
It will be remembered that the model was
towed from a point well forwatd of the bow. As
the speed was increased, probably the turning
force on the rudder was increased. On the other
hand, the force of the water on the approaching
side of the model was also increased producing
a counter moment which tended to prevent the
model from turning. The curves show that with
increase of speed, the increase of the counter
moment was greater than the increase of the
turning moment. The effectiveness of the turning
moment was thus decreased with increase of speed.
-34-
Conclusions.
1. Of the three different rudders tested,
Rudder 1 was the most satisfactory under actual
conditions in turning the racing yacht "Ruweida III".
2.. Rudder 3 was completely unsatisfactory..
a. For Rudder 1, the ratio of the turning
angle of the yacht to the angle of rudder was constant
throughout thirty degrees of rudder angle.
4. For Rudder 2, the ratio of the turning
angle of the yacht to the angle of rudder diminished
as the rudder angle was increased.
5. A port heel alone tended to turn the yacht
to the port, and a starboard heel alone tended to
turn the yacht to the starboard.
6. As the speed of the yacht was increased,
the effectiveness of the turning moment was
decreased.
Appendix
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This picture shows the model of the "Ruweida
III", and the three rudders used in the experiment.
Budder 1 is to the reader's left. Rudder 3 is
in the middle, and Rudder 2 is to the reader's right.
This picture shows the relative positions of
the rudders. Rudder 1 was attached directly to the
keel, and Rudders 2 and 3 were placed further aft,
as shown.
.. 7..
This picture shows the inside of the model.
The transverse sector for determining the angle
of heel is clearly shown. The sector for measur.
ing angles of rudder, with its looking device,
was mounted on the small stuffing box placed aft
over the rudder tubes. The "pull-rod" fastened
by eyes at each end of the model is also shown.
-38.
This pioture shows the method of attaching
the model to the truck, The model is here shown
in running position, with the "pull-rodd" pivot.
ed about a needle point in the center of the
graduated "pull" plate. The wooden rod "A" could
be turned, so that the zero mark of the "pull" plate
oould be placed directly under the zero position of
the "pull-rod". There was sufficient friction to
hold the rod "A"in any desired position.
-. 59
This picture: shows the truck attached by a
cable to the drum at one end of the "canal". A
hole was out in the truck so that the observer
could be directly over the model during the run.
The author is here shown observing the behavior
of the model.
..40-
This pioture shws the driving maohinery.
The metor, ieostat, driving wheels, drin, and
cable ar all olearly shewa. By uesing a slide
up and down the rheostat, the speed of the moter
was regulated as desired.
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